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broad range driveability, there is nothing like an XJ with a GM V8. Before we talk procedure,
let's cover a bit of the history of these Jeeps and their key parts that will play a role in the
planning of a successful conversion. The power, reliability, fuel economy are nothing short of
astounding as compared to the former I6. Fuel economy? In the late seventies, forward thinking
AMC engineers and executives began planning and designing an entirely new concept and
breed of four-wheel-drive. The result that was delivered in for the model year was a significant
departure from all versions of Jeeps that had come before, though the spirit was much the
same. The XJ Cherokee was the first Jeep with unitized body construction, coil spring and track
arm front suspension and a set of road manners that made it a broad hybrid. The styling was
fresh, with a lower hood line than any previous Jeep, a wide stance and a handsome design.
The new downsized Cherokee weighed in at just over 3, lbs. Two and four-door versions were
available. There were an extremely limited amount of parts carried over from previous Jeeps.
These new Jeeps were offered in three trim levels; the Pioneer, Laredo '85 and Wagoneer. The
second engine was the Chevrolet 2. Both engines were offered with fuel economy in mind, but
they both were meager in their output, and the longevity of the 2. An improved MPI four-cylinder
was released for the model year. Little argument need be made about why an individual with
one of these smaller engines in their Jeep may feel the impetus to upgrade. Of course, the folks
at Jeep felt the same way and in , AMC Jeep released a redesigned version of its standard issue
straight-six engine. Having been redesigned by Renault and Renix of France the former having
acquired a portion of AMC earlier in the decade , the engine received a shorter stroke, a new
head and a computer controlled multi-port fuel injection and ignition system. Power h. The 4.
Horsepower was up 13 points. The latter system was simpler and cleaner, as the evolution of
fuel injection goes with most other companies. The last Cherokee 4. Always a good motor,
though never wholly exciting, the 4. All three of these gearboxes especially the former two are
rated and proven as light-duty. The 30RH automatic came with the four-cylinder from This more
durable transmission was the five-speed offered with the XJ through The XJ series had two
choices of transfer cases. These transfer cases remained through the model year. It is crucial to
discuss transmissions early on. They are sometimes more central to the conversion than the
engine. These include the AX4, AX5 and Peugeot transmissions, which were hardly durable
behind the lackluster factory engines. GM power can spell their demise within days to weeks.
The AW4 automatic is a stronger transmission, but its computer controls, funky shift points and
overall quality when compared with the GM Hydramatics makes it a sub-par choice. The AX15
manual transmission, however, can be successfully retained in a GM engine conversion.
Details, below. Though some of these following transmissions do not offer overdrive, many
Cherokees with larger tire sizes and proper axle ratios will still allow for a respectable freeway
cruising RPM. Most XJ swaps are likely destined to have automatic transmissions. As
discussed above, the AW4 is not really a good option:. The Turbo is strong, compact, widely
available and affordable to buy, service and build. The Turbo R4 transmission has taken the
conversion world by storm and is a good option for the same reasons as the TH, with
advantages in having both a lower first gear and a. Note that there are 60 deg. TH In the
no-holds-barred strength category, the TH may be the obvious automatic of choice. Though
more intended for those towing or getting into some rowdier off-roading, the Turbo can be a
good option. No adapters are generally needed to marry the above transmissions to their
usually matching Chevrolet engines. A TH automatic that is very easily and compactly joined to
the Jeep transfer case. Novak's SK2X transfer case shifter assembly tops it off. The entire
assembly can actually be loaded through the engine bay if manipulated carefully. If converting
from automatic to manual in conjunction with your engine swap, note that the installation of the
OEM clutch pedal, master cylinder and related components is not difficult as the provisions to
do so are already in place. Its overdrive feature can be useful. Many XJ's are destined for more
hybrid or even hard trail use and some individuals will be choosing manual shift, heavy-duty
truck four speeds to place behind their GM powerplants. These transmissions do place the
shifter stick through through the floor in a postion that is further forward than the native port.
As such, they are recommended only for individuals with good fabrication and modding skills.
SM : For the old-school, ultra low geared crowd, the SM four-speed manual transmission is a
great choice. Relatively well behaved on-road and absolutely burley off-road, the SM is a cool
box of gears. One problem here is that the shifter tower and stick sit too far forward to come up
through the console correctly, and a serious bend of the stick will have to be made to clear the
underside of the dash. They are easy to find and work with. Options outside of these mentioned
are usually not practical, useful, affordable or any combination of the three. Note that
adaptability of the above transmissions to the NP transfer case is possible, but may require
turning or cutting off the front portion of the hardened input gear for a resulting stick-out
dimension of 2. The NP transfer case is strong, versatile and your Cherokee may already have

one. The NP is also a viable option. Most of the stock transfer cases found in these Cherokees
and Comanches are durable and quite appropriate for V8 power. The NP has its fans and
detractors. Many of our customers choose to replace it with the NP The only two engines we
can recommend for installation are, thankfully, two of the best engines ever built:. This rules out
the Chevy V6, and any tall versions of the Chevy V8. The GM Gen. III Vortec engines would be
candidates, but their high intake manifolds and accessory packages prevent proper installation.
While it is true that one can install LS intakes and accessory packages and pulleys onto any of
the Vortec engines, this is an advanced project and a potentially expensive one. A native LS
engine is a much easier alternative. It must be noted here that the accessories package on the
engine is important in XJ swaps. LS Camaro and GTO accessory brackets will place the
alternator body into interference with the steering gear, and so, the power steering and
alternator need to have their locations swapped, like the Corvette versions of this engine.
However, some truck versions of these engines have taller accessories that may interfere with
the XJ hood and require reconfiguration. An air conditioner relocation is required. We've found
that the use of a GM R4 compressor with a relocation kit is the best method yet. See this one
here. Once set up with a Vette style accessory package, your LS engine is nearly ready.
However, it should be fitted with the Vortec truck style oil pans. These have a higher front sump,
and deeper rear sump than the Camaro, Vette and GTO pans, which will interfere with the front
axle upon spring compression. Remember to swap the matching oil pick-up, dipstick and tube
as well. This question has been at the forefront of the conversion world for a while now. There is
something great about a simple, clean, unencumbered carburetor and simple ignition system.
However, there is something excellent about a modern, self-adjusting, efficient,
operate-at-any-camber fuel and spark delivery system. No doubt that many individuals are in
their comfort zone with the earlier hardware, but distill it down to the basics and it is the same
essential thing that was going on in ; getting fuel and spark into the cylinders with the right mix
and timing. There is no way around the conclusion that fuel injection systems do this better and
in a broader range of conditions. Old iron is really cool, but this author has lived squarely
during both carbureted and injected eras, an I see fewer breakdowns than ever, and have been
in the bays and at the wheels of enough injected vehicles to know that they use less fuel to
generate more power and in a cleaner, more reliable manner than their predecessors. We get an
occasional call from customers that have found a beautiful LS V8 and ask if they can put a
"simpler" carburetor on it. This has every distinct disadvantage that we can think of: increased
parts cost, decreased efficiency, driveability and reliability. Don't even think about it. Fuel
injection especially GM fuel injection is much easier to work with than too many people think.
That being said, choose what you want. Unless, of course, you have emissions restrictions Our
setup will give you an assembled, tested and simplified powertrain to connect into your Jeep.
See them here This is usually how the engine is shipped by the pros and it is salvage industry
standard to include the above, with the exception of the accessories in some situations. For the
XJ, this is the easy part. We've used multiple Jeeps, multiple engines and many installations to
find the perfect locations. The installer's responsibility is to just install the mounts and engine
as intended. It will be little news to most readers that the factory radiator will not work with a
conversion engine both in terms of cooling capacity and outlet location. Novak started
swapping V8 engines into XJ Jeeps a few years ago and setting up a cooling system was a
stifling challenge. Since then we now offer a bolt-in performance aluminum radiator with the
outlets already configured for GM power. Your engine bay will look much cleaner and the risk of
damaging air pockets is significantly reduced. As engine choices vary, you will need to choose
your cooling hoses from amongst those on hand at your local parts source, whose length and
curves are based off wire bent templates you can fashion. We are unaware of any OEM radiators
that will work without some extensive modifications. Some view the electrical and wiring
aspects of a conversion as the lb. In fact, it is seldom as difficult as perceived, especially when
working with GM power. At the most fundamental level, whether you are working with a
carbureted, throttle body injected or multi-point "tuned port" injected engine, you will retain and
connect the original GM alternator in the same manner as was the Jeep alternator; the same for
the distributor, etc. III injection systems, the swaps are still largely the same. For fuel injected
swaps, you should know that the engine and its PCM are largely self-supporting. In other words,
the very grand majority of the engine wiring harness goes to sensor data or comes from
systems control the PCM, and most sensors are directly related to the engine itself. If
uninstalled correctly, most of this harness will be intact and not needing any splicing. Like any
electrical item, the computer needs power and ground, and a power distribution center largely
consisting of relays and bridges - you can keep the Jeep one! The installer should keep one
simple principle in mind: make the engine think it is running in its original GM chassis. A
simplistic but fair summary would state that a Chevy and a LS1 have the same basic wiring

requirements; power to the starter when it is required, power to the distributor or coils when
needed. The battery needs power from the alternator to keep it charged. An installer's analysis
of the Jeep's particular wiring diagram and the engine's wiring diagram will quickly reveal the
wires that can be merged, connected and in many cases simplified or even eliminated. The six
gauges have one integrated microprocessor that receives a multiplexed signal from the PCM.
This digital signal cannot be generated without the Jeep computer. There are two ways to get
around this: the first and best is to upgrade the Jeep cluster to an aftermarket set that is fully
GM compatible. The fuel level meter should be Chrysler compatible since you will be using the
signal from the factory fuel sender. In the end, this may be a better method due to the accuracy,
adjustability especially important for the speedometer on Jeeps with varying tire sizes and axle
ratios and custom look. The second way to circumvent this challenge is to run the Jeep
computer ECM in tandem with the GM powertrain computer. This consists of applying source
voltage to the Jeep unit and then feeding the varying oil pressure, water temp, voltage, etc.
Installers will be pleased to hear that steering need change none or very little to perform the
engine conversion. You will use a GM power steering pump that is native to the engine being
installed. You will retain the factory Jeep power steering gear. You may need the assistance of a
hydraulic shop to have the high pressure supply hose ends matched or adapted as per your
pump and gear combo. Usually the low pressure return line can be cut from hose stock and
secured with the use of hose clamps. You'll be replacing one of three factory engines. Their
nominal estimated, accessory loaded weights are:. Numbers aside, if you are replacing an I6
with a V8, use a front spring that is rated for the I6. The numbers are close enough that it comes
out very nicely. Now the other big question: do I need to lift my XJ to accommodate the new
engine? We recommend that you do. It will also offer more clearance for the upper track arms.
Nothing drastic need occur, but 2" of lift can make a sizeable difference in the freedom of
engine placement and this amount of increase 2"-3" does not require changes to the front track
arms. Bump stops will be necessary to prevent the front driveshaft from intefering with the
driver's side exhaust circuit. If nothing more, a bit of lift looks good, especially considering that
many factory springs get saggy with age. One of our first XJ conversions, this Jeep had enough
get-up-and-go to widen our eyes. Fuel pumps have evolved from low pressure PSI mechanical,
engine mounted units for carburetors - good at pulling fuel over a distance - to medium
pressure PSI , electric in-tank pumps for throttle body engines, to high pressure, electric,
in-tank pumps. These latter pumps are designed to push fuel, not pull it, and at pressures
ranging from PSI for multi-point injections systems. Additionally, with the higher temperatures
that these high-pressure pumps generate, their immersion into the cooler fuel is critical for the
durability of its electric motor. External pumps of the same ratings are available and are
self-cooled by being built into heat dissipating aluminum housings. Since GM injected
powerplants are usually more efficient engines, fuel volume would probably not exceed that of
the 2. Natively, the in-tank XJ pump will generate 90 psi. The installation of an aftermarket
regulator to bring it down to the PSI your fuel-injected engine requires is easy to install. No
doubt that getting exhaust air out of the engine is a more elaborate process than getting
combustible air in. For the Gen. Garner the services of a local exhaust shop to help you put
together a clean, safe, easy flowing exhaust system and one in accordance with your local
regulations. While the XJ has a relatively narrow window in which to run pipes, and a transfer
case to dodge as well, you can run dual exhaust. You can also run this Y behind the transfer
case give yourself some room to service the transfer case later and then into the exit circuit.
From there, run rearward to the catalytic converter and then the muffler, following which, you
will arc the last section of pipe up over the rear axle and then straight out the back with the
tailpipe. Leave the factory heat shielding in its location and position your catalytic converter
and muffler under it. Muffler choice is up to you, and possibly your passengers, neighbors and
local noise ordinances. Another inordinate concern too many people have is about driveshafts.
This is one of the smallest of the challenges facing the installer in an XJ project. Most factory
transmission and adapter combinations to the or other transfer cases vary. As such, it is often
that driveshaft lengths will need to be changed to accommodate the swap. Also, consider that
there multiple ways to install a conversion engine and the following will be of note:. It is seldom
a good idea to allow the driveshafts to make the decisions as to where the powertrain will be
placed. Some of our customers, fearful at the perceived expense of new or modified driveshafts,
attempt to let the existing driveshafts dictate engine, transmission and transfer case location,
sometimes to the detriment of the project. Driveshaft modifications are usually inexpensive
when performed by driveline, RV or tractor implement specialists. New driveshafts are an option
but seldom a requirement in regards to the actual successful conversion. Jeeps that require
extensive travel or specialty-built driveshafts have this option available through several
fabricators across the nation. This popular rear mount is strong and easy to set up with any

Jeep swap, including the XJ. See our lineup of rear mounts, here. There are only three major
places a powertrain needs support and mounting. Two at the engine, and one under the rear of
the transmission some transfer cases have the provision for a side mount to help control torque
kick-back. They are typically low profile and can easily be redrilled for a new transmission
mount unit. Unless you are retaining an AX15, getting rid of the factory urethane mount and any
ancillary bracketry with it is the largest favor you will do for yourself in this area. You may need
some simple spacers. Box steel or aluminum pucks are useful here. Anything needing to be
fabricated needn't be elaborate. Many people mistakenly think that a more powerful engine
demands stronger-than-stock axles. This is not necessarily the case. The factory Dana 35 and
Dana 44 rear axles the latter usually being found on towing package option Jeeps can withstand
very ambitious engines. Such is the case for the front Dana 30 as well. Whether your converted
XJ needs stronger axles is more a question of how you use them, and usually in terms of
off-road considerations more than on-road use. Axles are generally out of the scope of our work
here at Novak, but there are plenty of companies that deal with them to be of assistance if you
feel you must upgrade them as part of your conversion. Read about them here. As with many
aspects of a swap, this can be a simple as the installer would like it to be. As nearly all modern
Jeeps and GM engines use sheathed cable for throttle control. Transmission and transfer case
shifters are discussed in instructive detail in the Novak instruction packages that will come with
your gearbox adapter assembly, and specifically to your particular drivetrain choice for your
Jeep. A stronger engine means faster acceleration and sometimes the ability to tow, as the XJ's
chassis is rated to tow up to 5, lbs. However, the ability of the Jeep's brakes to bring things to a
safe halt may be below what it should be. Hydraulic clutch release with a Chevrolet bellhousing
is easy. As a general rule, if the brakes were good before the swap, they will probably adequate
after the swap. However, many XJ's, especially those prior to , had weak brakes from the
factory. It is up to the individual doing the conversion to ascertain whether or not to upgrade the
braking system. This article is meant to be introductory and to give the reader an idea of the
scope of a conversion project. No two swap combinations are ever exactly the same, but an
understanding of the principles and parts involved will take any thoughtful installer a long ways.
As discussed in this guide, further and more deeply detailed information comes with Novak
adapter assemblies, engine mounts, radiators and other components. Additionally, our
customers can speak with our Techs about the conversion being performed. All in all, there is
no change to your Jeep that is more exciting or beneficial than a powertrain conversion.
Individuals have been swapping GM power into Jeeps for decades and they still occur with
frequency and great success. Jeep Dana Model T90 to the Emissions Fuel Economy
Conversions, Rules vs. Welcome Guest: Login or Register. Of note, the Liberty possesses the
"Cherokee" title in Europe. With the change to the 4. This is one of the key facts that individuals
who don't care for large levels of pain and expense should consider, and not make the
mechanically dangerous assumption that a 4. We at Novak have fielded many a sad call from
people who have tried it hoping for a much easier conversion, further supporting one of our
leading maxims, that "Jeep parts are often the hardest parts to swap into Jeeps. Computers,
Wiring and Fuel Injection Many of us speak nostalgically about the days when engine electrical
and fuel systems were about the simplest parts of an engine swap. Engine and vehicle
management computers are now a major part of modern automotive systems, and therefore, a
significant concern when doing a conversion. Some run from these issues, and others embrace
them. What must be said for modern powerplants is that they are efficient, cleaner and in many
cases, more powerful. What's more, many state and county emissions laws require these
modern systems in modern swaps. In a word, computer controlled engines are here to stay. The
neat thing is that there are good resources available to facilitate this process. Speed and rev
limiters are also incorporated into some units. Once called an Engine Control Module ECM ,
these computers have been appearing in vehicles since the early to mid-eighties. Their initial
functions leaned more towards carburetor control primarily to keep up with tightening
emissions standards. This was a bit of a dark time in automotive systems engineering as these
early systems are now mistrusted to a degree by owner and mechanic alike. Modern PCM's
have evolved to be highly reliable, very functional and it is not difficult to integrate them into the
Jeep engine bay with your new motor. Some installations require PCM reprogramming. This is a
service that is much more available for GM computers than any other, often through GM
dealers, or local and national tuning shops. Your choosing of a or later Chevrolet or GM engine
will allow you to connect this port to your GM computer. We are amused by companies claims
and inferences that the installation of Dodge V8 engines only allows retention of this feature or
the "factory serviceable" status. Any shop or home mechanic with a DLC reader worth its salt
can service and diagnose your GM engine in your Jeep's bay, and likely with greater ease and
flexibility than with any other powerplant available. Make Model Year. Price and Payment.
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- 36 out of listings. Sign Up. In , it was titled "PowerTech" in the Jeep Cherokee. It is due to be
slowly replaced by the 2. Intake manifold is plastic. Radiator is cooled by a thermostat
controlled electric fan. The 2. The block is basically the same as the 4. The head featured a new
combustion chamber and port design which was later used on the 4. The four-cylinder and V6
shared the same drivetrain components, whereas stronger transmissions were needed for the 4.
The final production year used sequential mulitple-port fuel injection. For comparison, the 4. For
several years, the engine was detuned for the Wrangler; from at least to , it produced
horsepower and ft lbs of torque with 9. Inline four turbodiesel engine provided by Italian
manufacturer VM Motori, owned by Detroit Diesel Corporation, cc, OVH gear driven , push rod, 2
valves per cylinder, indirect injection. Instead of a single head covering all four cylinders, it
featured an independent head for each piston 4 heads , a concept borrowed from VM Motori's
ample experience building marine engines. VM OVH also HR , was the smoothest, most
petrol-like units available at time,and had the highest power pr liter ratio available. None of
these models was immune to the severe overheating issues of this engine. This in-line 4
cylinder diesel motor is produced in Italy by VM Motori. This engine is a newer version of the R
While having the same displacement and bore and stroke, this engine is a different block than
the R This engine is used in the JK Wrangler outside of the U. This engine is often reffered to by
its development codename: Panther. This engine features:. Indeed, if you're looking for power
the hood of a Jeep, look elsewhere. However, with proper tuning and maintenance, the 2. It was
installed in Jeep vehicles with a two-barrel Rochester carburetor. One barrel is a primary while
other is a vacuum-actuated secondary. Many 2. High performance parts, such as camshafts and
aluminum, four-barrel intakes are also available. However, owners shouldn't expect significant
power gains from such hardware. The state of Colorado emissions control web site
recommended installing a PCV valve for the Chevrolet V8 and adjusting the metering rod in the
carburetor primary to keep it from lifting prematurely. The 4. It had the same 3. The first 4. The
Renix also used a very advanced engine knocking sensor, which allowed the computer to know
if detonation was occurring, thus allowing the computer to make the appropriate changes to
prevent this. In the 4. Chrysler also enlarged the throttle body and redesigned the intake and
exhaust manifolds for more efficiency, and the fuel injectors were once again replaced with
higher flowing units. The camshaft profile was also changed. Badging on Jeeps equipped with
this engine read "4. The new cam profile combined with altered computer programming
eliminated the need for an EGR valve and knock sensor, but make the engine more sensitive to
alterations, especially where emissions are concerned. Small changes were made to the
cylinder head for the model year. In , the engine block was redesigned, and a new strengthened
unit was then used. The new block made use of more webbing cast into the block, and a stud
girdle for added rigidity of the crankshaft main bearings. The cylinder head was also again
changed around to a lower flowing, but more emissions friendly, design. Engines installed in
Grand Cherokees carried the Power Tech name, which was subsequently passed on to 4. It is

foreseeable that this engine may be made for many more years in the People's Republic of
China, where a slightly modified version of the XJ Jeep Cherokee with 2. This engine is
considered one of the best offroad engines ever made. The extreme low end torque is ideal for
trailing and rock crawling. The only downfall to the engine is the low power output for mudding
applications but this can be fixed with various aftermarket options including a supercharger for
the engine. The better flowing 4. The longer stroke crankshaft and rods will drop right in the
slightly larger bore 4. Blocks should be sonic checked for adequate cylinder wall thickness
before boring 0. This iron block cubic inch I-6 cyl was introduced in and stayed in the jeep
family until In the CJ's including the CJ-5 were powered with this reliable mill. And finally, In the
YJ Wrangler used the low end tourque and HP from the venerable '6' until the end of when the 4.
When comparing the later 4. The has a cast iron block and cylinder head, hydraulic lifters
non-adjustable rockers , and 7 main bearings. The main strengths of the are it's reliablity, low
cost, low RPM horsepower and torque peaks, and serviceability. It's biggest weakness is the
Carter Carb. Some continued well after the merger in Jeep vehicles until Mason desired to
negotiate a merger between Nash, Hudson, Studebaker and Packard. Initially he had a verbal
agreement with Packard that the two companies would supply parts for each other when
practical. These were supplied with Packard "Ultramatic" automatic transmissions - exclusively.
AMC sent Packard some parts bids, but were rejected as too expensive. An incensed George
Mason ordered his engineering department to develop an in-house V8 as soon as possible. The
engineering department hired David Potter, a former Kaiser Continental engineer, to come in
and help develop AMC's first non-inline engine. Potter had previously been involved with a V8
plan for Kaiser, but both Nash and Hudson design elements can be seen in the design. From
drawing board to full production in just under 18 months was an engineering feat in itself. All
these engines are externally identical, weigh in at lbs only 26 lbs more that the famed '55 small
block Chevy , and feature a high quality forged steel crankshaft, connecting rods in a very rigid
"Hudson X" style crank gallery, a Nash style shaft mounted rocker arm system and an excellent
lubrication system that serves as a model of oiling system design theory. Engine displacement
was varied by bore dimension to reduce tooling costs and streamline the manufacturing
process. The has a 3. Bore size is cast on the top of the block near the back of the right bank
cylinder head. These cars had the top of the line model trim, but were built on the shorter
wheelbase Statesman and Wasp models hence the "Special" name. A V-8 then became an
option in the Classic instead of a separate model. By US auto industry convention, the V8
engine was a controversial design for manufacturers who held to the merits of inline 8 engine
construction, such as Nash, Hudson and Chevrolet. But for consumer percieved charisma,
potential benefits of increased power to weight ratio and reduced overall height for future body
shell designs among other issues, the V8 engine became all the rage in the early fifties. The
AMC Rambler V8's displacements reflect the similar displacements of the previously popular
inline 8s as well as the quite similar displacements offered by the competition. When the was
dropped in , there was no V-8 option for Rambler models other than the top of the line
Ambassador. Dealers complained, so the was introduced as an option for the "mid size"
Rambler. Like the , it used hydraulic valve lifters. Only 2V models were produced, there were no
4V options from the factory as this was the economy model V The was produced through Unlike
the , the came with hydraulic valve lifters. This engine debuted in a special edition Rambler
Rebel of which only were made. All had silver paint with a gold-anodized "spear" on each side.
This was to be the first electronic fuel injected EFI production engine, but teething problems
with the Bendix "Electrojector" unit meant that only a few engineering and press cars were built,
estimated to be no more than six units. However, at least two regular production Rebels with
EFI were known to have been built. It was the second fastest car on the beach, bested only by a
Chevrolet Corvette with mechanical fuel injection, and only by a couple tenths of a second. The
EFI was rated at hp, and the production 4V carbureted model at hp. All the EFI cars were
reportedly converted to 4V carb before being sold; none are known to have existed outside the
engineering department at AMC. The main problem was that vacuum tube and early transistor
electronics just could not keep up with the demands of "on the fly" engine controls. The was
not available in any other Rambler models in beside the Special Edition Rebel. The Nash
Ambassador and Hudson Hornet "Special" models were dropped after , replaced by standard
wheelbase models with the V-8 instead of the V When the big Nash and Hudson cars were
dropped after , they were replaced by the "Ambassador by Rambler" â€” a stretched Rebel
Rambler V-8 with the V-8 instead of the The was exclusive to the Ambassador line, and could
not be ordered in a Rebel or Classic. The was also sold to Kaiser Motors from to for use in the
early Wagoneers and the Gladiator pick-ups. Kaiser switched to Buick s in to power these
vehicles. It was during this time that AMC released their newer V8 engine which appears to be a
near copy of Buick's original V6 design, but with two more cylinders added on to the rear of the

engine. AMC went on to purchase Kaiser's automotive operations and about that time the V6
factory was sold back again to Buick. The cid AMC V8 debuted in ' A version debuted in '67,
having a larger bore with the same crank and rods. Four barrel versions of the and were named
"Typhoon " and "Typhoon ". The typhoon name alludes to AMC's nearest competitor Chrysler
who was threatening the entire US auto industry with the release of a full production turbine
engine, whereas the names "Typhoon" and "Turbine" are similar subliminal word pictures
which suggest a similar turning motion. All three engine sizes , , and share the same basic
block design â€” the different displacements are achieved through various bore and stroke
combinations. All blocks share the same external measurements and thus can be swapped
easily. They did share some electrical parts starter and distributor with Fords, and some models
used Motorcraft Ford carburetors, but the engine design is totally different. Other than that, this
engine is vastly different from the GEN-1 model. The GEN-2 is closer to the physical size of US
made small-block V-8s except for the bore centers, which are the same as some big-block
engines. It was used exclusively in the American model the first year some reports indicate a
few late production Classics had s substituted for s, but that hasn't been substantiated. These
engine blocks were unchanged through The head used during this time are the so-called
rectangle port, named after their exhaust port shape. The heads use smaller valves, 1. The and
AMX used the same larger valve heads, 2. It was built from through It has a 3. This version had a
The engine became so popular that the option was cancelled for the '69 AMC Rebel for
production capacities. Bore is 4. Maximum factory recommended overbore is only 0. Engine bay
of a Javelin with a Ram Air V8In , all three blocks grew in deck height and gained a new head
design. The stroke and deck height on the and was increased by 0. The AMX remained at the
same displacement by using a special rod and piston for this year only. It is believed that AMC
kept the this last year due to the reputation it had garnered in the two seater AMX, which was
discontinued after In the was stroked by 0. The other change in was the switch to the dog-leg
heads. There are two reasons for the flow increase: First, the area of the port is larger, due to
the dog leg. Second, the shape of the port floor was changed from a concave to a convex curve.
The concave floor tended to bend the exhaust flow upwards which caused turbulence when the
flow was forced to go down into the exhaust manifolds. By switching to a convex floor the
curvature of the flow starts in the head and proceeds much more smoothly into the exhaust
manifold resulting in less turbulence and better flow. The intakes can be interchanged by
slotting the bolt holes, but the added deck height of the GEN-3 engine means that sealing and
port match will be compromised. GEN-3 intakes can be machined to fit GEN-2 engines by
surface grinding the intake flanges by a machine shop and slotting the center holes. There is a
persistent myth about mid "" or "" AMC heads. These heads have the dog-leg exhaust ports and
cc combustion chambers. They are commonly identified by the first three or last three for the
heads; used a different casting digits of the casting number. There was a US auto industry wide
shift to lower compression ratios in mid , so AMC increased combustion chamber size to cc.
The first three digits of the casting number on the large chamber heads are , , or depending on
year. The early heads are not "the best" AMC heads as many have come to believe. They will
raise compression on a later engine with no other changes, but if building an engine get the
proper pistons for the desired ratio. There is no reason to search out these relatively hard to
find, and more expensive when found, heads for performance. It was the last AMC V-8 to be
manufactured. It was used exclusively in Jeep J-series Trucks , Jeep Wagoneer models from ,
Cherokee from to , and Grand Wagoneer from 84 to This muscle car engine was rated at hp kW
due to a different intake. Production only lasted one year before it was stroked to become the
Like its GEN-2 cousin, the maximum factory recommended overbore is only 0. In it was rated at
hp. It was last produced in It was used exclusively in full size Jeeps Like the , the 's crankshaft
and connecting rods are forged steel. Like the , factory recommended overbore is only 0. This is
a casting same casting number without the displacement cast into the side and with a bore and
thicker deck. A dealer could stock one or two blocks to use for warranty replacement. It was
also sold as a heavy duty racing block, which is speculated to be the real reason it was
produced in the first place. It appeared in in time for the Trans-Am racing season. Those
received standard or engines. The 5. It has a cast-iron engine block and cylinder heads, with a
overhead valve configuration consisting of 16 valves controlled by hydraulic lifters and
aluminum pushrods. The intake manifold is known as a beer-barrel design due to it's high rise.
The fuel delivery system is a tuned-port design utilizing a common fuel rail. It holds 6 quarts of
oil and aproximately 3. The engine is rated at horses and ft-lbs of torque. It is a modern
powerplant that produces an impressive horsepower and lb-ft of torque. In order to boost fuel
economy, the engine utilizes Multiple-Displacement-System MDS which deactivates four of the
eight cylinders when they are not needed. Chrysler has developed another modern Hemi, this
time at 6. The displacement is cubic inches 6, cc. The engine is bored-out to 4. The engine block

is different, with revised coolant channels and oil jets to cool the pistons. A forged crankshaft,
lighter pistons, and strengthened connecting rods add durability. A new cast aluminum intake
manifold is tuned for high-RPM power and does not include variable-length technology.
Chrysler's Multi-Displacement System is not used. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't
have an account? Start a Wiki. Categories :. Cancel Save. Fan Feed. Universal Conquest Wiki.
FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Ad vertisements. In this article, we consider the
second-generation Jeep Cherokee XJ after a facelift, produced from to Here you will find fuse
box diagrams of Jeep Cherokee , , , and , get information about the location of the fuse panels
inside the car, and learn about the assignment of each fuse fuse layout and relay. Cigar lighter
power outlet fuses in the Jeep Cherokee are the fuses 1 and 2 in the Instrument panel fuse box.
It is located behind the lid under the glove compartment. How to check the fuses? How to
replace a blown fuse? Why do car fuses blow? Types of automotive fuses. Table of Contents.
Passenger Compartment Fuse Box. Engine Compartment Fuse Box. Learn more: How to check
the fuses? We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you
continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy policy. Ignition
Switch Fuse Passenger Compartment : "12", "19", "22", "24", "25", "26". Ignition Relay Fuse
Passenger Compartment : "12", "19", "22", "24", "25", "26". We carry a wide-ranging catalog of
used Jeep engines for all applications including gas and diesel engines. Purchase from us and
get an industry leading warranty on used engines and transmissions. Our used engines,
transmissions, Rear Axle, Transfer Case Assembly, and Suspension Cross Member K Frame are
covered under a 1-year warranty from the date of purchase, included for free! Search your
perfect used engine and used transmission on our website or in the catalog and if you can't find
it then give us a call and we will find perfect used engine and used transmission for you. You
will be surprised at the prices we quote, as we have a very large network of salvage yards in US.
Select Year. Select Engine Size. Search Engine. Description : Gas Engine Jeep Compass. Fits :
2. Stock Number : TCK. More Information. Description : Gas Engine Jeep Patriot. Stock Number
: TCL. Description : Gas Engine Jeep Cherokee. Description : Gas Engine Jeep Wrangler. Fits :
4. Stock Number : TCM. You will be surprised at the prices we quote, as we have a very large
network of salvage yards in US To find the best quality used engines and used transmission or
submit inquiry from. Quick Links. Table of Contents. The Motor Manual Guy. About This Manual.
Vehicle Identification Numbers. Booster Battery Jump Starting. Jacking And Towing.
Automotive Chemicals And Lubricants. Safety First! Conversion Factors. Tune-Up And Routine
Maintenance. Four-Cylinder Engine. General Engine Overhaul Procedures. Fuel And Exhaust
Systems. Transfer Case. Clutch and drlvetraln. Troubleshooting Troubleshooting 18 Clutch 22
Electrical troubleshooting-general information Automobile Jeep Cherokee Owner's Manual
pages. Summary of Contents for Jeep cherokee Page 1 The Motor Manual Guy Contents
Introductory pages About this manual Vehicle identification numbers Buying parts Maintenance
techniques, tools and working facilities Booster battery jump starting Jacking and towing
Automotive chemicals and lubricants Safety first! Q Conversion factors Troubleshooting Page 2
The Motor Manual Guy Page 3 The Motor Manual Guy Since spare parts manuals and lists are
compiled on a numerical basis, the individual vehicle numbers are essential to cor- rectly
identify the component required. On AX manual transmissions, there are two identification
codes: a modellcode shipping date stamped on the shift tower and an eight digit code stamped
on the bottom sur- face of the case see illustration. Page 7 The Motor Manual Guy Maintenance
techniques, tools and working facilities 1 Fastener sizes standard wrench should not be used
on a metric bolt and a metric For a number of reasons, automobile manufacturers are making
wider wrench should not be used o n a standard bolt. Also, most standard and wider use of
metric fasteners. Page 8 The Motor Manual Guy Maintenance techniques, tools and working
facilities Tightening sequences and procedures while smaller studs carry a geometric code to
denote grade. It should be noted that many fasteners, especially Grades 0 through Most
threaded fasteners should be tightened to a specific torque 2, have no distinguishing marks on
them. Higher grades can tolerate higher can easily mar the gasket sealing surfaces of the parts,
which must torque values. If prying is absolutely necessary, use an old broom Fasteners laid
out In a pattern, such as cylinder head bolts, oil pan handle, but keep in mind that extra clean u
p will be necessary if the bolts, differential cover bolts, etc. Page 10 The Motor Manual Guy
Maintenance techniques, tools and working facilities 4 Timing light Hand-operated vacuum
pump Compression gauge with spark plug General purpose puller hole adapter Valve spring
compressor Valve spring compressor Hydraulic lifter removal tool Ring removallinstallation tool
Ridge reamer Piston ring groove cleaning tool Page 12 The Motor Manual Guy Maintenance
techniques, tools and working facilities Pliers vise grip on the other hand, extensive work is
planned, it would be a good idea Pliers lineman's to purchase a modest tool set from one of the
large retail chain stores. Pliers needle nose A set can usually be bought at a substantial savings

over the individual Page 13 The Motor Manual Guy Booster battery jump starting Certain
precautions must be observed when using a booster battery to start a vehicle. Tow hooks are
attached t o the frame at is lowered to tighten them completely. Note that some spare tires are
both ends of the vehicle. However, they are for emergency use only designed for temporary use
only don't exceed the recommended and should not be used for highway towing. Page 15 The
Motor Manual Guy Automotive chemicals and lubricants is used for mounting HE1 ignition
modules where it is essential that A number of automotive chemicals and lubricants are
available for heat be transferred away from the module. They include a wide variety of products
ranging from cleaning solvents and degreasers to lubricants and protective sprays for rubber,
plastic and vinyl. Fire Regardless of h o w enthusiastic you may be about getting on with the job
at hand, take the time t o ensure that your safety is not jeopard- Remember at all times that
gasoline is highly flammable. Never smoke ized. Page 19 On Cherokee Wagoneer and
Comanche models with four- potential failure or incorrect functioning of a more important
component cylinder TBI-equipped engines, a Jeep service bulletin no. Take the vehicle to a
dealer and inform him of the problem. Wet or damaged distributor components Chapter 1 Dirty
or clogged carburetor or fuel injector Chapter 4. Short circuits in ignition, coil or spark plug
wires. Low fuel pressure. Check for proper operation of the fuel pump Sticking or faulty
emissions systems see Chapter 6. To pinpoint the trouble spot, remove the spark plug 21
Engine diesels continues t o run after being turned off wire from one plug at a time and crank
the engine over. If the noise stops, the cylinder with the removed plug wire indicates the
problem area. Damaged head gasket. This can be verifed by checking the con- dition of the
engine oil as noted in Section To pinpoint a leak, first remove all built-up dirt and grime from the
4 1 Noisy i n all gears transmission. Replace driveshaft Chapter 8. Defective differential. Worn
sleeve yoke and mainshaft spline. Vibration 5 4 Metallic grating sound consistent with vehicle
speed See probable causes under Driveshaft. Remove and inspect. Brake pad to rotor
adjustment needed. Remove the rotor and check for mechanism for proper operation. Steering
gear improperly adjusted. Loose, worn or damaged steering components. Worn or damaged
balljoint. Worn or damaged steering linkage. Improperly lubricated idler arm. Insufficient oil in
steering gear. Clutch fluid DOT-3 brake fluid Power steering fluid Jeep power steering fluid or
equivalent Page 29 The Motor Manual Guy Jeep CherokeeIComanche Maintenance schedule
The following maintenance intervals are based on the assumption Check the carburetor choke
operation Section 22 that the vehicle owner will be doing the maintenance or service Check the
carburetorlthrottle body mounting nut Page 31 The Motor Manual Guy Typical engine
compartment under side components 4WD vehicle shown Front driveshaft slip joint 6 Steering
linkage grease fitting 7 Steering damper 2 Transmission 8 Front driveaxle 3 Engine oil drain
plug 9 Front disc brake caliper 4 Exhaust pipe Front driveshaft 5 Brake hose Page 32 The Motor
Manual Guy Page 36 The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 1 Tune-up and routine maintenance
reservoir cap or cover with a clean rag to prevent contamination of the brake andlor clutch
system before removing the cover. Page 37 The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 1 Tune-up and
routine maintenance If a tire loses air on a steady basis, check the valve If the valve core is
tight, raise the corner of the core first to make sure it's snug special inexpensive vehicle with
the low tire and sway a soapy water solution wrenches are commonly available at auto parts
stores onto the tread as the tire is'turned Page 38 The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 1 Tune-up and
routine maintenance battery cells is actually dilute sulfuric acid, which will cause injury if a
funnel. It takes about one pint to raise the level from the ADD mark splashed on your skin or in
your eyes. It will also ruin clothes and painted to the FULL mark with a warm transmission, so
add the fluid a little surfaces. Corrosion can be kept to a minimum has been installed, the
following procedure can be used. If wire-type clamps are used at the ends of 9 Cooling system
check the hoses, it may be a good idea to replace them with more secure screw-type clamps.
Page 41 The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 1 Tune-up and routine maintenance the line has not
been bent or crimped and that cracks have not started in the line. If this is your first oil change,
get under the vehicle and familiarize 1 1 After all the oil has drained, wipe off the drain plug with
a clean yourself with the locations of the oil drain plug and the oil filter. Page 43 The Motor
Manual Guy Chapter 1 Tune-up and routine maintenance 19 Attach the new filter to the engine,
following the tightening direc- tions printed on the filter canister or packing box. Most filter
manufac- turers recommend against using a filter wrench due t o the possibility of
overtightening and damage to the seal. Page 44 The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 1 Tune-up and
routine maintenance into the fitting until can be seen coming out of the slip joint seal see
illustration 11 Lubricate conventional universal joints until grease can be seen coming out of
the contact points see illustration. Exhaust system check Install and tighten the plug and check
for leaks after the first few miles of driving. With the engine cold at least three hours after the
vehicle has been driven , checkthe complete exhaust system from the manifold to the end of the

tailpipe. Sometimes a rubber filler neck will leak due to loose clamps or deteriorated rubber;
these are problems a home mechanic can usually rectify. Warning: Do not, under any
circumstances, try to repair a fuel tank yourself except rubber com- ponents. Page 48 The Motor
Manual Guy Chapter 1 Tune-up and routine maintenance Thermostatic air cleaner check
Drivebelt check, adjustment and replacement Refer to illustrations Page 49 The Motor Manual
Guy Chapter 1 Tune-up and routine maintenance leys spaced to-1 6 inches apart, the belt
should deflect inch. If adjustment is needed, either to make the belt tighter or looser, it's done
by moving the belt-driven accessory on the bracket. Make sure the seatbelt reminder light
comes on when the key is turned on. Page 51 The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 1 Tune-up and
routine maintenance this fitting is drawn away from the carburetor body, be careful not to lose
the thin washer-type gasket on the nut or the spring, located behind Fuel filter replacement the
fuel filter. Install the new PCV filter and the new air filter. Instead, use an adapter between the
spark plug and plug wire. If the insulation on the plug wire is damaged, the secondary volt- age
will jump to ground at the damaged point and the engine will mis- fire. If equipped with a drain
plug, remove the plug and allow the dif- ferential lubricant to drain completely. Page 58 The
Motor Manual Guy Chapter Tune-up and routine maintenance With the engine idling at normal
operating temperature, pull the valve with hose attached or CCV hose from the rubber grommet
in the cover. Place your finger over the valve or hose opening. If there's no vacuum, check for a
plugged hose, manifold port, or valve. Once the wire is clean, check for holes, plug. Pull only on
the boot at the end of the wire do not pull on the burned areas, cracks and other damage.
Correct heat range for engine and operating condi- Recommendation: Check for tions. Be very
careful not t o mix up damage. Closely examine the terminals on the inside of the cap for the
wires! Camshaft and bearings removal, inspection Oil pump removal and installation Bolt 8 only
All other bolts Step Page 65 The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 2 Part A Four-cylinder engine 2A-3
Make a mark on the aluminum distributor body Turn the crankshaft clockwise until the notch
aligns directly below the number one spark plug wire terminal on with the the distributor cap
arrow of the distributor cap and ground it on the block with a jumper Rocker arm cover removal
and installation Page 66 On models which use RTV, apply a continuous inch 3mm their original
locations. Be sure the sealant is applied to the inside of the bolt holes don't get mixed up during
installation see illustration. Refer to Chapter 2, Part D, for cylinder head servicing procedures.
Page 71 The Motor Manual Guy Part A Chapter Four-cylinder engine 2A-9 The foot of each lifter
should be slightly convex here , scratched or galled, replace the entire set with new lifters side
of another lifter can be used as a straightedge to check if it appears flat, it's worn and must not
be reused lifter for wear 12 lnstall the lifter s in the lifter bore s. A small amount of the seal onto
the timing chain cover. Then apply a film of oil to the oil applied to the outer edge of the new
seal will make installation easier seal-to-oil pan contact surface. Remove the timing chain cover
see Section Page 75 The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 2 Part A Four-cylinder engine the marks on
the sprockets are still properly aligned see illustration 16 Remove the rocker arms and
pushrods see Section 5. Use paint or a center punch to make alignment marks on the fly- If the
pump is defective, replace it with a new one. If the engine is being completely overhauled,
install a new oil pump don't reuse reinstallation see illustration. Engine mounts check and
replacement Refer to illustration See Chapter Oil pan removal and installation Raise the front of
the vehicle and support it securely on jackstands. Page 91 The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 2
Part B V6 engine corners arrows 1 9 8 5 and models 1 1 Inspect the oil pan cradle corners for
deformation using a straight- edge across the cradle opening see illustration. Page 97 The
Motor Manual Guy Part C Chapter Lubricate the lower end of each pushrod with clean engine oil
or moly-base grease and install it in its original location. Make sure each Bring the number one
piston to top dead center on the compression stroke Section 3. Page 99 The Motor Manual Guy
Chapter 2 Part C 2C-5 Position a new gasket on the locating dowels and slide the manifold 1 0
Loosen the alternator drivebelt and remove the alternator bracket- over the studs. Install the
attaching nuts on the studs finger tight. Note: replacement Clean each bolt and mark it with a
dab of paint. Replace any bolts which were painted and reused during an earlier servicing
operation. Page 16 Position new gaskets see illustration on the pan with Jeep Spray- removal
remove the two attaching bolts and detach. Coat the inside curved surface of the replacement
rear gasket section where it contacts the bearing cap with soap. Crankshaft inspection. Engine
rebuilding alternatives. Remove the oil pressure sending unit arrow and connect a gauge to
check oil pressure the sending unit is located near the oil filter on all models sands of miles of
reliable service. The compression should build up quickly in a healthy engine. Low
compression on the first stroke, followed by gradually in- creasing pressure on successive
strokes, indicates worn piston rings. Page The Motor Manual Guy 2D-6 Chapter 2 Part D General
engine overhaul procedures Pull the engine forward as far as possible t o clear then lift the
engine high enough to clear the body. Page The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 2 Part D General

engine overhaul procedures 2D-8 specialized tools are necessary for the disassembly and
inspection pro- Before beginning the disassembly and overhaul procedures, make sure the
following items are available. Also, refer to Engine overhaul cedures, and replacement parts
may n o t b e readily available, i t may reassembly sequence for a list of tools and materials
needed for engine be more practical and economical for the home mechanic t o purchase Page
The Motor Manual Guy Part D 2D Chapter General engine overhaul procedures shown here
before installation it will hold them i n place on the valve stem as the spring is released A
special adapter and vacuum pump are required t o Page The Motor Manual Guy Chapter Part D
General engine overhaul procedures Use a center punch or number stamping dies t o Mark the
caps in order from the front of the engine mark the main bearing caps t o ensure that they're t o
the rear one mark for the front cap, t w o for the second reinstalled in their original locations on
the block one and so on Page The Motor Manual Guy 'Chapter 2 Part D General engine overhaul
procedures On V6 engines. Page The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 2 Part D General engine
overhaul procedures 2D To check the clearance, select a feeler gauge and slip it into the Next,
measure each cylinder's diameter at the same three locations cylinder along with the matching
piston. The piston must be positioned across the crankshaft axis. If the piston binds at the
lower end of the cylinder and is loose toward the top, the cylinder is tapered. Excessive heat
which thins the oil , overloading which Bearing failure occurs because of lack of lubrication, the
presence squeezes the oil from the bearing face and oil leakage or throw off of dirt or other
foreign particles, overloading the engine and corrosion. Page The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 2
Part D General engine overhaul procedures 2D Bearing selection four and inline six-cylinder
engines 11 Four and inline six-cylinder engines are assembled at the factory Refer to
illustrations l9. Main Bearing Cylinder Block No. Yellow Standard Black 0. Page The Motor
Manual Guy Chapter Part D General engine overhaul procedures 2D DO NOT use a piston ring
installation tool when lnstalling the spacerlexpander in the oil control installing the oil ring side
rails ring groove Repeat the procedure for each ring that will be installed in the first cylinder and
for each ring in the remaining cylinders. Also,lubricate the seal lips with moly-base grease or
engine 2 7 Retighten all main bearing cap bolts t o the specified torque, start- assembly lube.
See Chapter Use distilled water with the antifreeze. Engines don't normally consume coolant, so
if the level goes down, Engine cooling system find the cause and correct it. Page The Motor
Manual Guy Chapter 3 Cooling, heating and air conditioning systems On inline six-cylinder
models, use a Torx-bit t o remove the On some models, you must remove the bolt arrow hood
safety catch, then unbolt the panel above the radiator t o disconnect the air conditioning line
bracket attached t o the top of the radiator On all inline six-cylinder models, remove the
mounting bolts for the Warning: If the vehicle is equipped with an Coolant reservoir removal
and installation electric cooling fan, stay clear of the fan blades. The fan can come on at any
time. Page The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 3 Cooling, heating and air conditioning systems With
the engine running at normal operating temperature, squeeze the upper radiator hose. If the
water pump is working properly, a pressure surge should be felt as the hose is released.
Warning: Keep your hands away from the fan blades! Water pumps are equipped with weep or
vent holes. Page The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 3 Cooling, heating and air conditioning
systems couple of bolts through the pump mounting holes to hold the gasket 10 Heater and air
conditioner blower in place. Page The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 3 Cooling, heating and air
conditioning systems don't miss this alignment tab 1 1. Page The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 3
Cooling, heating and air conditioning systems 1 1 3 Air conditioning system receiver-drier
removal and installation Refer to illustration DO NOT disassemble any part of the system hose,
compressor, line fittings, etc. Page The Motor Manual Guy Chapter Cooling, heating and air
conditioning systems On four-cylinder and V6 models, remove the screws connections are
located next to the battery arrows and pull off the cover to reach the mounting bolts Remove the
mounting bolts from the condenser brackets see il- lustration. Page If the pump volume is less
than one pint, repeat the test with 29 Install a pressure test fitting available at a Jeep parts
department an auxiliary fuel supply and, for four-cylinder engines, a replace- in place of the test
port plug. Page The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 4 Fuel and exhaust systems on four-cylinder
models the pressure is not within specifications, one of the following problems exists:
Installation details of the mechanical fuel pump used a There is a kink or other restriction in a
fuel supply or return line on V6 models hose. A spark could cause an explosion! Even after
cleaning and flushing of the fuel system, Siphon the fuel from the tank at the fuel feed line, not
the return line. Support the fuel tank with a floor jack or jackstands. Position a explosive fumes
can remain and ignite during repair of the tank. Page The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 4 Fuel and
exhaust systems some adjustments are listed on the Vehicle Emissions Control lnforwhichever comes first see your dealer for details. We don't recommend carburetor adjustments
while it's still under warranty. If you are having problems related t o fuel delivery Carburetor

problems usually show up as flooding, hard starting, stalling, severe backfiring and poor
acceleration. Page The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 4 Fuel and exhaust systems inexperienced
mechanics can result in an engine which runs poorly or regulations, it isn't feasible to include a
step-by-step overhaul of each not at all. To avoid this, use care and patience when
disassembling type. The pulse width is the period of time during which the injector is energized
squirts fuel. Page The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 4 Fuel and exhaust systems Exploded views
of t w o typical exhaust systems four-cylinder models above. V 6 models below 1 Upstream air
injection tube if equipped 2 Downstream air injection tube if equipped 3 Upper heat shield 4 Tail
pipe 5 Muffler Ignition system check Battery cables check and replacement Ignition system
general information Battery check and maintenance See Chapter Be careful it's heavy. Page
Electrical Systems The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 5 electrical systems Engine The ignition coil
on four and inline six-cylinder models is located on the right side of the engine compartment
when terminals to check the coil, select the high resistance scale on removing the coil, unscrew
the mounting bracket bolts arrows the ohmmeter, touch the positive lead to the coil positive
terminal and the negative lead to ground the coil frame Page The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 5
Engine electrical systems If the distributor is not installed in the engine, support the shaft while
installing the trigger wheel pin. Vacuum advance mechanism check and replacement and 1 9 8 5
four-cylinder models only Page The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 5 Engine electrical systems
Ignition pick-up coil V6 engines only check and Remove the distributor cap and rotor see
Chapter 1. Page The Motor Manual Guy Engine Chapter 5 electrical systems drive end frame and
the rectifier end frame Brush holder Resistor not all models Paper clip retaining Diode trio
brushes for reassembly Rectifier bridge Regulator Page The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 5
Engine electrical systems shown view is from the front, looking to the rear shown view is from
the rear, looking forward Detach the electrical wires from the starter solenoid terminals. Label
them to assure proper reassembly. Remove the solenoid mounting bracket bolts and detach the
solenoid. Note: Because of a Federally mandated extended warranty which covers the emission
control system components land any components which have a primary purpose other than
emissions control but have significant effects on emissions , check with your dealer about
warranty coverage before working on any emissions-related systems. Manifold vacuum draws
the vaporlair mixture through the metered orifice and into the intake manifold. The vapors are
consum- ed during combustion. These vapors pass through the Checking intake manifold into
the combustion chambers, where they are con- sumed during combustion. Periodically, inspect
the evaporative system vacuum hoses t o be The fuel filler cap incorporates a t w o -w a y relief
valve that is closed sure they are attached and in good condition. Page The Motor Manual Guy
The heat duct valve should briefly remain stationary, and TBI-equipped vehicles move toward
the heat off position, then back to the heat on position. The valve is opened and closed by the
air switch solenoid. Page The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 6 Emissions and engine control
systems and, with the engine operating at about rpm, squeeze the Drivebelt air pump system
only hose. You should be able to feel the air pulsing through the hose. Be sure to coat the
threads 3 0 Remove the attaching bolts and nut see illustration and remove of the air injection
manifold fittings with Fel-Pro C anti-seize com- the pump. Replace or repair the valve and hoses
as necessary. With the engine idling at normal operating temperature, detach the vacuum hose
from the EGR valve and connect a vacuum pump. To be effective, all 26 Install the EGR tube, but
don't tighten the line nuts at this time. Also included are simplified troubleshoot- omy or
exhaust emissions problem which is not accompanied by a ing procedures. Page The Motor
Manual Guy Chapter 6 Emissions and engine control systems Trouble code chart and later
models Code Circuit or system Probable cause Oxygen sensor or circuit Check oxygen sensor
and circuit. Replace sensor. It is connected electrically to the General information Manual
transmission overhaul general information Removal Disconnect the negative cable from the
battery. Rebuilt transmissions may be available check with your 6 Manual transmission
overhaul general information dealer parts department and auto parts stores. A t any rate, the
time and money involved in an overhaul is almost sure to exceed the cost of a rebuilt unit. Page
The Motor Manual Guy 7A-5 Chapter 7 Part A Manual transmission Before taking the
transmission apart for repair, it will help if you have During disassembly of the transmission,
make careful notes of how some idea what area of the transmission is malfunctioning. Certain
each piece comes off, where it fits in relation to other pieces and what problems can be closely
tied to specific areas in the transmission, which holds it in place. Page The Motor Manual Guy
mission exploded view 2 Shift lever retainer 3 Restrict pins 4 Front bearing retainer 5 Clutch
housing Snap-ring 7 Back-up light switch 8 Intermediate plate 9 Adapter housing 10 Adapter
sere w plug 12 Reverse idler gear 13 lnput shaft 14 Counter gear 15 Straight sere w plug Page
The Motor Manual Guy AX manual transmission output shaft exploded view 1 Rear bearing 8
2nd gear 9 2nd gear needle roller bearing 2 Inner race 3 1st gear needle roller bearing 10 Output

shaft I 1 3rd gear 5 1st gear synchronizer ring 12 3rd gear synchronizer ring 13 Hub sleeve no.
Page The Motor Manual Guy BA manual trans- mission exploded view 2 5th gear roller bearing 3
5th gear 4 5th gear snap-ring 5 Reverse gear nut 6 Washer not used in 2 7 Pilot bearing shims
all models 28 Pilot bearing 4 8 Thrust washer 67 Roll pin 7 Reverse gear Page The Motor Manual
Guy Chapter 7 Part B Automatic transmission Contents Automatic transmission removal and
installation Neutral start switch check, adjustment Bands adjustment three-speed transmission
and replacement Diagnosis general. Such problems must be referred to a transmission
maintenance, adjustment and removal and installation procedures. If the transmission requires
major repair work, it should be left to a dealer service department or an automotive or
transmission repair Gasket leaks shop. The switch has three terminals with the neutral switch
being the center one. Tighten the bolts 21 Remove the transmission dipstick tube. Shift linkage
adjustment Transmission mount check The transmission 1 General information should remain
supported at all times while the transfer case is out of the vehicle. Support the transfer case
with a jack preferably a special jack The transfer case is a device which passes the power from
the engine made for this purpose. Page The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 7 Part C Transfer case
Transfer case overhaul general information Numerous clearances must be precisely measured
and, if necessary, changed with select fit spacers and snap-rings. As a result, if transfer Refer to
illustrations 4. Page The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 7 Part C Transfer case each piece comes
off, where it fits in relation to other pieces and what parts department and auto parts stores. At
any rate, the time and money involved in an overhaul is almost sure to exceed the cost of a
rebuilt holds it in place. Clutch components removal. The marks are usually an X, an 0 or a
white letter. If they cannot release cylinder and the clutch release or throwout bearing. Later
models use a hydraulic release bearing, which is a combination release be found, scribe marks
yourself so the pressure plate and the flywheel bearinglslave cylinder assembly mounted inside
the clutch housing. There should be at least 6- 19 Install the transmission, release cylinder
externally mounted type only and all components removed previously. Externally m o u n t e d
release cylinder Unbolt the release cylinder from the clutch housing and pull it out of its recess.
If there is any indication that the seal is leaking, or if the bearing is dry, replace The bearing
must be installed with the seal towards the transmission. If it's hard to pull out, remove the
cylinder from the vise, turn it so the flanged 19 lnstall the new valve stem tip seal and spring
washer onto the valve end is down and tap it sharply against a block of wood. Page The Motor
Manual Guy Chapter Clutch and drivetrain Installation 26 Position the cylinder against the
firewall and install the lower mounting nut, but don't tighten it fully yet. Page The Motor Manual
Guy Chapter 8 Clutch and drivetrain equipped with grease fittings and require periodic
lubrication see Chap- ter 1. Vehicles with the Selec-Trac system Removal employ a shaft with a
welded yoke at the rear and a slip yoke at the Disconnect the cable from the negative battery
terminal. On vehicles with Selec-Trac 1 1 Driveline inspection welded yokes at both ends of the
driveshaft , also mark the rela- tionship of the front driveshaft yoke to the transfer case yoke.
Remove the rear universal joint bolts and straps see illustration Raise the rear of the vehicle
and support it securely on jackstands. Page Double offset constant velocity joint upper joint on
some front driveshafts 13 As of the time of writing, no information was available on this type of
joint. Consult your local Jeep dealer service department. Page The Motor Manual Guy Chapter
Clutch and drivetrain 1 shaft spines and, using a soft-faced hammer, tap the pinion shaft yoke
onto the shaft, making sure the match-marks line up. Page The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 8
Clutch and drivetrain Service Due t o the special tools and expertise required to separate and
reassemble the hub and bearings, this job should be left t o a dealer service department or
repair shop. Page The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 8 Clutch and drivetrain 5 Apply vacuum to the
motor and rotate the right front wheel t o en- sure that the axle is fully disengaged. The shift
motor should hold vacuum for at least 3 0 seconds. If it leaks, replace it. If the motor holds
vacuum, connect the vacuum pump t o the rear port on the shift motor. Page The Motor Manual
Guy Chapter 8 6 Clutch and drivetrain the axle into position, make sure the coil springs seat
properly. Be sure t o use new U-joint straps. For fasteners with specified torque values, be sure
they are tightened to the specified torque. Disconnect the height sensing proportioning valve
control rod 20 Rear axle assembly removal and installation from the axle housing Comanche
models only. Disconnect the flexible brake hose from the junction block on the rear axle
housing. Page The Motor Manual Guy 9 Brakes Chapter 9- 1 Power brake booster non-ABS
models General information The power brake booster, utilizing engine manifold vacuum and atmospheric pressure to provide assistance to the hydraulically operated Refer to illustration 7.
The vehicles covered by this manual are equipped with hydraulically Parking brake operated
front and rear brake systems. Page The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 9 Brakes booster unit, an
electric booster pump and motor assembly which con- from the internal mercury switch to
control the hydraulic line pressure, tains an accumulator , a pressure modulator and an

accumulator and avoiding wheel lock-up. The controller also constantly monitors the pressure
switch assembly see illustration. Workon one brake assembly at a time, 3 Disc brake pads
replacement using the assembled brake for reference if necessary. Inspect the brake disc
carefully as outlined in Section 5. If machin- Refer to illustrations 3. Page The Motor Manual Guy
Chapter Brakes Once the caliper is removed from Pry downward on the lower anti-rattle clip and
remove the caliper out of the anchor plate, then the anchor plate, hang i t from the coil outer
brake pad remove the caliper completely. Remove the front wheels. Bottom the piston in the
caliper bore see illustration Note: Do not remove the brake hose from the caliper if you are only
removing the caliper. A pencil will do the job them through the caliper ears 17 Install the bleeder
screw. Page The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 9 Brakes Use a dial indicator to check disc runout if
the reading exceeds the specified allowable runout limit, the disc surface with sandpaper or
emery cloth disc will have to be machined or replaced To check disc runout, place a dial
indicator at a point about inch Brake disc inspection, removal and installation Page The Motor
Manual Guy Chapter 9 Brakes the parking brake is completely released, then apply some
penetrating oil at the hub-to-drum joint. Allow the oil to soak in and try to pull the models, install
the disc and hub assembly and adjust the drum off. Page The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 9
Brakes Pull back on the self-adjuster Remove the self-adjuster cable cable and push the
adjusting lever secondary shoe retracting springs and anchor pin plate from the anchor pin
toward the rear, unhooking i t from spring removal tool shown here can be the secondary brake
shoe purchased at most auto parts stores Page The Motor Manual Guy 9 Brakes Chapter Install
the secondary shoe and Attach the new shoe t o the Lubricate the brake shoe contact hold
down spring t o the backing plate, areas arrows with high parking brake lever, install the spring
then position the end of the parking washer and retaining clip on the pivot temperature grease
Page The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 9 Brakes 1 into the hole at the bottom of the and cable into
the adjuster lever and pull the shoes are centered on the primary shoe the cable down and t o
the rear, inserting backing plate the hook on the lever into the hole in the secondary shoe Page
The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 9 Brakes Completely loosen the brake line fitting 11, then
remove the t w o wheel cylinder mounting bolts 2 Exploded view of the wheel cylinder one is
barely visible in this photo 1 Piston and boot 4 Expander assembly Wheel cylinder body 5
Bleeder screw Before releasing light when a jumper is connected t o ground, the warning light
switch portion of the combination valve is defective and the combination valve the piston,
however, instead of replacing the plug, simply put your finger tightly over the hole to keep air
from being drawn back into the must be replaced with a new one since the components of the
com Air will be seen as bubbles in the tube and container. Connect the booster pushrod to the
brake pedal, inserting a new bolt from the right side on models with a manual transmission and
from the left side on automatic transmission models see illustration Page The Motor Manual
Guy Chapter 10 Suspension and steering systems Contents Balljoints replacement Rear leaf
spring removal and installation Rear leaf spring bushing check and replacement Front axle
suspension arms removal and installation Rear shock absorber removal and installation Front
coil spring s removal and installation Front end alignment general information Whenever any of
the suspension or steering fasteners are loosened or removed they must be inspected and, if
necessary, be replaced with 1 General information new ones of the same part number or of
original equipment quality and design. Page The Motor Manual Guy Chapter Suspension and
steering systems When removing the shock absorber stem nut arrow , The lower end of the
shock absorber is connected to it may be necessary to hold the stem with an open end the front
axle housing by two bolts and nuts wrench or locking pliers to prevent it from turning brake
master cylinder has been removed for clarity Page The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 10
Suspension and steering systems Remove the arm-to-frame bracket bolt and remove the arm
from Installation the vehicle. Position the coil spring on the axle housing, place the spring reCheck the arm for distortion and cracks, replacing i t if either of tainer over the bottom coil of
the spring and tighten the spring retainer these conditions are noted. Be sure to tighten the
spring mounting bolts and the spring tie plate U-bolt nuts FLA T to the specified torque. Cap the
ends of the lines to prevent excessive fluid leakage and the entry of contaminants. Don't mix
different types of tires, such as radials and bias belted, on the same vehicle as handling may be
seriously affected. Page The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 11 Body Contents Body maintenance
General information Body repair major damage Hinges and locks maintenance Body repair
minor damage Hood removal, installation and adjustment Bumpers removal and installation
removal, installation Center console removal and installation and adjustment Page The Motor
Manual Guy Chapter 11 Body 11 -2 At the same time, clean the engine and the engine
compartment Repair of dents with a steam cleaner or water soluble degreaser. When repairing
dents, the first job is to pull the dent out until the The wheel wells should be given close
attention, since undercoating affected area is as close as possible to its original shape. Page

The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 11 Body wooden block, otherwise the surface of the filler will
not be completely flat. During the sanding of the filler surface, the wet-or-dry paper should be
periodically rinsed in water. This will ensure that a very smooth finish is produced in the final
stage. They are intended to supplement Body repair minor damage in this Chapter and should
not be used as the sole instructions for body repair on these vehicles. Page The Motor Manual
Guy Let the filler harden until you can just dent it with your 8 Use coarse-grit sandpaper and a
sanding board or block to fingernail. Use a body file or Surform tool shown here to rough- work
the filler down until it's smooth and even. Work down to shape the filler finer grits sandpaper
Remove the hinge-to-hood bolts and adjusting shims see illustration. Lift off the hood.
Installation is the reverse of removal. Be sure to reinstall the ad- justing shims and tighten the
hinge-to-hood bolts t o the specified torque. Page The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 11 Body 1 1
The rear of the hood can also be adjusted up-and-down so it is an assistant support the bumper
as the bolts are removed. Remove the bolts that secure the bumper mounting brackets t o flush
with the fenders. Page The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 11 Body If you have a 4WD vehicle, also
console retaining screws arrows transmission shift boot t o detach detach the transfer case
shift plate manual transmission shown, automatic transmission similar corner with a small
screwdriver see illustration. On 4WD vehicles, On vehicles with automatic transmission, remove
the shift handle also remove the transfer case shift plate see illustration. Lower the window
glass. Remove the door window hardware, weatherseal and moldings as necessary for access.
On power door locks, it will be necessary 10 Remove the window glass by 'tilting it to detach
the stud, then to drill out the rivets retaining the solenoid to the door. To install the cushion,
place the cushion assembly in position, insert the left pivot shaft into the receptacle, snap the
release lever in place and swing the seat down. Page The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 12 Chassis
electrical system Contents Battery check and maintenance See Chapter 1 Ignition switch
removal and installation Instrument cluster removal and installation Battery removal and
installation See Chapter 5 Instrument panel removal and installation Bulb replacement Brake
light switch replacement and adjustment Neutral start switch removal, installation Page The
Motor Manual Guy Chapter 12 Chassis electrical system Finding an open circuit 2 Electrical
troubleshooting general information When diagnosing for possible open circuits, is often
difficult t o locate them by sight because oxidation or terminal misalignment are A typical
electrical circuit consists of an electrical component, any hidden by the connectors. Page The
Motor Manual Guy Chapter 12 Chassis electrical system If a faulty relay is suspected, it can be
removed and tested by a dealer needs a specific amount of protection. The amperage value of
each service department or a repair shop. Defective relays must be replaced fuse is molded into
the fuse body. Page The Motor Manual Guy Chapter Chassis electrical system Remove the turn
signal lever attaching screw and withdraw the extreme left. On tilt columns, the Accessory
position is on the extreme turn signal lever from the side of the column. To install the switch,
plug in the electrical connector, place the switch in position and install the ferrule nut. I b Side
marker light housing removal details Page The Motor Manual Guy Chapter 12 Chassis electrical
system or hoses get pinched between components when the instrument panel is rotated-back
into position. Page The Motor Manual Guy Index Coolant cleaning, 2D level check, inspection,
2D general information, camshaft and bearings, removal, inspection and installation reservoir,
removal and installation, Four-cylinder engine, 2A temperature sending unit, check and
replacement, Cooling system V6 engine, 2B-9 check, compression check, 2D Page V6 engine,
2B-3 2WD models , lntroduction to routine maintenance, Fuel and exhaust systems, through
lntrod
suzuki xl7 manual
bwrvk3400
ford c4 transmission manual
uction t o the Jeep Cherokee and Comanche, evaporative control system, filter replacement,
injection system, general information, injector, replacement, Page The Motor Manual Guy Index
Safety, change, filter change, 5 Seats, removal and installation, 11 level check, Self-diagnosis
codes and later models description and pan, removal and installation code retrieving,
Four-cylinder engine, 2A Shock absorber removal and installation lnline six-cylinder engine, 2C
Page Vehicle Identification Numbers The Motor Manual Guy Index fluid and filter change, fluid
level check, 1 V6 engine, through general information, Vacuum advance mechanism, check and
replacement, Neutral start switch check, adjustment and replacement, 7B-5 Valve cover removal
and installation removal and installation, Four-cylinder engine, 2A This manual is also suitable
for: Comanche Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an
account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

